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ABSTRACT: Unveiling the subtle rules that control the
buildup of macroscopic chirality starting from chiral molecular
elements is a challenge for theory and computations. In this
context, a remarkable phenomenon is the formation of
helically twisted nematic (cholesteric) phases, with pitch in
the micrometer range, driven by self-assembly of relatively
small chiral species into supramolecular semiflexible polymers.
We have developed a theoretical framework to connect the
cholesteric organization to the shape and chirality of the
constituents, described with molecular detail, in this kind of
system. The theory has been tested against new accurate
measurements for solutions of short DNA duplexes. We show
that the cholesteric organization is determined by steric
repulsion between duplexes, and we identify distinctive features of linear self-assembly in the temperature and concentration
dependence of the pitch.

When long-range orientational order develops in con-
centrated solutions of chiral particles (lyotropic liquid

crystal, LC), spontaneous breaking of the macroscopic chiral
symmetry occurs, which is manifested as a helical rotation of
the alignment axis. This characterizes the cholesteric (N*)
phase, whose handedness and pitch depend on the structure of
the constituent particles. However, the relationship between
these two levels remains far from being understood. Indeed, a
variety of behaviors have been reported.1−4 The connection
between microscopic and macroscopic chirality is a challenge
also for theory and computations.5 Theories developed for
simple models have highlighted general features of the chirality
propagation in lyotropic systems,6−17 like the nonstraightfor-
ward relationship between particle and phase helicity. Never-
theless, the intrinsic complexity of systems that exhibit the N*
phase and the strong sensitivity of chirality propagation to
details of the molecular structure and interactions prevent the
assessment of theoretical predictions. Only in very few
exceptions could direct comparison between theoretical
predictions and experimental data be done.3,18−20

An important class of lyotropic liquid crystals is represented
by self-assembling systems, where reversible aggregation
introduces a higher level of complexity. In a series of
experiments21 it was shown that, above a critical concentration,
6−20 base long DNA duplexes (DNADs) order into the N*
phase with a pitch on the micrometer scale.4,22 This process is
promoted by pairing and stacking interactions between the
terminals of the DNADs that induce the formation of weakly

bound semiflexible chains. Analogous propagation of chirality
through hierarchical self-assembly is found in solutions of disc-
like units like G-quadruplexes2 or organic dyes and drugs,23,24

as well as of chiral disk-like micelles,25 and has been proposed
also for cellulose nanocrystals.26 The inherent coupling
between ordering and self-assembling makes it even harder to
formulate a quantitative theory for the propagation of chirality
in these systems.
In this letter, we propose a theoretical approach that relates

the helical organization of self-assembly driven N* phases to
the structure and chirality of the elementary building blocks. A
benchmark for this approach is provided by solutions of the
DNA Dickerson dodecamer (DD, sequence 5′-CGCGAATT-
CGCG-3′), which were found to form a right-handed N*
phase.4 A preliminary study for monodisperse rigid systems of
fixed lengths suggested that, somewhat unexpectedly for a
polyelectrolyte, the cholesteric organization could be deter-
mined by the chirality of steric interactions between duplexes.27

However, a definitive conclusion could not be drawn, since no
quantitative comparison with experiments, nor analysis of
temperature and concentration dependence of the pitch was
possible, due to the lack of self-assembly in the theory. At the
same time, theoretical studies on the untwisted N phase
reached a deep understanding of the coupling between
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reversible physical polymerization and collective nematic
ordering of DNADs28,29 and of the effect of the oligomer
structure on the formation of the LC phase.30 Here we combine
the molecular theory for N* organization in systems where
steric interactions dominate with that for self-assembly driven
nematic order, thus making a significant step toward a realistic
description of chirality propagation in lyotropic LCs.
We have performed new accurate and systematic measure-

ments of the pitch of N* phases of dense DD solutions. HPLC
purified duplexes, purchased from Integrated DNA Technolo-
gies, were extensively dialyzed against a 10 mM NaCl solution
and lyophilized. Dialysis proved critical to remove residual
contamination, which is found to affect N* properties and, in
particular, the temperature dependence of the pitch. The new
measurements here reported are thus not only more extended
but also less affected by impurities than those of ref 4. The
lyophilization step enables us to control the ionic strength
through the NaCl/DNAD stoichiometric ratio, which was fixed
to one NaCl molecule per (Na+-neutralized) phosphate. Details
on the measurement of N* handedness and pitch are reported
in the Supporting Information (SI).
Figure 1a shows the N* pitch p measured as a function of

temperature in samples of different concentrations. A right-
handed N* phase is formed (p > 0), with a pitch of a few
microns. Lowering temperature and increase of concentration
have the same effect of increasing the pitch (unwinding of the
N* helix). It may be noticed that the temperature dependence
of the pitch obtained from the new measurements is different
from that reported in ref 4; indeed, these measurements are
very delicate, because the chiral behavior of the system is
affected by even very small amounts of contaminants.
Our microscopic theory for N* ordering builds on the

general framework of classical density functional theory. A
dominant role of steric repulsions is assumed and a second
virial approximation is used, as in Onsager theory.31 Theoretical
and computational details can be found in the SI; here, only a
brief outline is given. The theoretical approach is based on the
standard assumption that the orientational distribution function
in the N* phase is identical to that of the untwisted N phase,
which is justified by the large size of the N* pitch compared to
molecular length scale.6 The Helmholtz free energy F of the N*
phase formed by a polydisperse mixture of self-assembling
linear aggregates is expressed as a functional of the monomer
density function, ρ(l,θ). Here l is the length (or number of
monomers) of the aggregate to which a monomer belongs and

θ is the angle between the long axis of the aggregate and the
local LC director. The density function obeys the normalization
condition ∑l∫ ρ(l,θ)2π sin θdθ = ρ, where ρ = N/V, with N
being the number of monomers and V being the volume, is the
number density of monomers. We can write ρ(l,θ) = lν(l)f l(θ),
where ν(l) is the number density of aggregates of length l,
normalized such that ∑l lν(l) = ρ, and f l(θ) is the orientational
distribution function of aggregates of length l, normalized as
∫ f l(θ)2π sin θdθ = 1. The Helmholtz free energy of the system
can be written as the sum of the following contributions:

= + + +F F F F Fid excl or st (1)

where F id is the ideal gas term and F or describes the entropy
decrease due to orientational order in the LC phase, and their
form is well-known (see SI). F excl accounts for excluded volume
interactions between aggregates and contains the information
on the molecular structure. F excl can be expressed as a function
of the pitch p or the corresponding wavenumber q = 2π/p, and
for q → 0 can be approximated as
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where F0
excl is the contribution for the untwisted nematic phase,

k2 is the chiral strength, which promotes the twist deformation,
and K22 (>0) is the twist elastic constant, which quantifies the
force opposing such a deformation. k2 is a signed pseudoscalar,
which takes opposite values for enantiomers and determines
the N* handedness. The first term in eq 2 has the form:
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where v 0
excl(l,l′) is the mean of the mutual excluded volumes of

aggregates of lengths l and l′, averaged over all their
orientations, and η(ϕ) is the Parsons−Lee factor, introduced
to account for higher order terms in the virial expansion.32,33

Analogous expressions can be written for k2 and K22, where
v 0
excl(l,l′) is replaced by v 1

excl(l,l′) and v 2
excl(l,l′), respectively, the

former depending on the chirality and the latter on the
anisotropy of the excluded volume6,13 (see SI for more details).
The last term in eq 1, that is, F st, accounts for stacking

interactions and is expressed in terms of Δ = Δ(T), the
bonding free energy.34 This term introduces into the free
energy a nontrivial dependence on temperature, through the
length distribution ν(l). At each value of the concentration c

Figure 1. N* pitch p in LC solutions of DDs as a function of temperature along isochores, from experiments (a) and theory (b). Concentrations are
given in the legend. (c, d) N* textures at different temperatures.
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and temperature T the equilibrium state is determined by
functional minimization of the free energy, eq 1, where only the
first term in eq 2 is retained, with respect to the density
function ρ(l,θ). Thus, the length distribution ν(l) and the
orientational distribution function f(θ) for the given thermody-
namic conditions are determined. Finally, the equilibrium pitch
is obtained by minimization of the free energy eq 2 with respect
to the wavenumber q, which leads to p = −2πK22/k2.
Calculations were performed as outlined in ref 34. For F st,
the same functional form obtained in ref 28 was used, and for
the orientational distribution function, the Onsager form was
adopted,31 that is, f l(θ) = (αN/4π sinh αN) cosh(αN cos θ),
where αN is a parameter that increases with the degree of
orientational order. An exponential chain length distribution
was assumed, ν(l) = ρM(l−1)/(M − 1)(l+1), with M the average
chain length.34

A coarse-grained (CG) representation of DD aggregates was
used,19 generated from X-ray data,35 as explained in ref 27. By
employing this model, we ensure that our theoretical approach
takes properly into account all the relevant microscopic
properties of the DDs. These have a B-DNA conformation
(right-handed), and in crystals, they form pseudocontinuous
helices stabilized by end-to-end interactions, in which oligomers
are staggered. CG models of DD and its aggregates are shown
in Figure 2b.
The aggregate flexibility was introduced into the model in an

effective way, through a characteristic length l0, related to the
persistence length lp, which discriminates the regimes of stiff, l <
l0, and fully flexible chains, l ≥ l0 (see SI). By using the method
proposed in ref 30, we evaluated for the present DD model the
persistence length lp = 7.7 and, in our calculations, l0 = 5 was
assumed, as determined in ref 36 for similar values of lp.
Figure 2a shows the phase diagram calculated for DDs in the

range of temperatures and concentrations experimentally
explored, where a transition from the isotropic to the
cholesteric phase (I−N* transition) can be observed. The
plot in Figure 2b shows the normalized chain length
distribution Mν(l)/ρ obtained at two given state points,
which, as a result of equilibrium polymerization, exhibits an
exponential decay. The predicted distribution is quite broad
and sensitive to the thermodynamic parameters. The average
chain length M increases on increasing the concentration and
on decreasing temperature, hence, the I−N* transition is
shifted at higher concentration as the temperature increases.
Figure 1b shows the N* pitch, calculated as a function of

temperature for different concentrations. A right-handed N*

twist is predicted, in line with previous models of right-handed
hard helical particles with tight pitch.6,13,14,27,37 Both the
magnitude of the N* pitch and its dependence upon
temperature and concentration are in agreement with experi-
ment, although the effect of concentration is overestimated.
Better agreement may require some improvement of the
theory, in particular, in what regards effects beyond the second
virial and the treatment of aggregate flexibility. It may be worth
stressing that our theory contains no adjustable parameter other
than those previously determined from the phase behavior and
that even the correct prediction of the N* handedness is
generally considered a success. Within our theory, the key
factors are the DD morphology, which determines the pitch
handedness and the magnitude of the chiral strength k2; the
functional form of the bonding free energy Δ(T), which
controls the temperature dependence of the aggregate length
distribution; the chain persistence length lp and the related
length l0, which sets a limit to the effect of the increase in
aggregate length on k2 and K22. The magnitude of the pitch is
rather sensitive to lp and l0. Indeed, it would increase by 2
orders of magnitude in the limiting case of very stiff aggregates.
The trend displayed in Figure 1 is not heuristically obvious.

Various behaviors have been reported in the literature for
lyotropic N* phases, but they remained generally unexplained.
Here, by means of an adequate theoretical treatment, we can
afford an insight into the underlying mechanism. To do so we
introduce the dimensionless quantities k2′ = k2/D

4η(ϕ)ρ2kBT
and K22′ = K22/D

5η(ϕ)ρ2kBT, where a factor common to both
terms, which thus does not affect the N* pitch, has been
removed. Figure 3 shows k2′ and K22′ calculated for solutions of
DDs as a function of the average chain length M. In these plots,
each curve corresponds to a given concentration, where
temperature increases on decreasing M. Along a curve K22′
increases as aggregates become longer, whereas |k2′| decreases.
This behavior can be readily understood considering that for
stiff DD aggregates of average length M, K22′ ∼ (1 − 2M)2 and
k2′ ∼ 1/M. The introduction of the length l0 sets a limit to the
increase of K22′ and to the decrease of k2′; the effect is
particularly strong for the former, which, in the M range under
investigation, exhibits a change of about 20%, much smaller
than the corresponding relative change of k2′.
Within our theoretical modeling the temperature depend-

ence of K22′ and k2′ is solely due to the self-assembly process,
which is fully accounted for by the average chain length M. As
temperature increases, at constant concentration, M decreases,
and the results reported in Figure 3 show that K22′ decreases,

Figure 2. (a) Theoretical phase diagram of DD solutions. Symbols are experimental state points. (b) Normalized chain length distribution of DD
aggregates, ν(l)M/ρ, calculated at T = 300 K for the concentrations c = 630 mg/mL and c = 700 mg/mL. The average chain length M is equal to
13.4 (630 mg/mL) and 66.0 (700 mg/mL). Superimposed to the plot: coarse-grained models of DD aggregates used in calculations.
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whereas the magnitude of k2′ increases. Thus, both ones
contribute to the tightening of the N* pitch. In principle, the
dependence of the pitch on concentration is less straightfor-
ward,13,14 since the effect of self-assembly is superimposed to
the intrinsic influence of concentration on k2′ and K22′ through
the orientational order parameters. In Figure 3, the effect of
ordering results in differences between the curves at the same
M value, which are small for K22′ and negligible for k2′. Hence,
the change in aggregate length distribution is also the main
factor controlling the dependence of pitch upon concentration
for DD.
We can now compare our results with experimental

behaviors reported in the literature for other lyotropic
cholesteric systems. For a number of other DNA oligomers,
differing in length and sequence from DD, but all forming the
N* phase at very high concentration (>600 mg/mL), a right-
handed cholesteric twist was found, with temperature and
concentration dependence analogous to those shown in Figure
1.4 However, for sequences exhibiting the N* phase at lower
concentration, as well as for long DNA, the opposite
handedness (left) and temperature dependence of the N*
pitch was observed.1,4 Such phenomenology has been ascribed
to a competition between steric repulsions and electrostatic
interactions in these systems.19,27 Although in our work we
actually consider only steric repulsion between duplexes,
electrostatic interactions can be also taken into account as a
next step, thus providing the opportunity to tackle this open
and challenging issue. The N* pitch behavior reported for
several covalent polymers3,38 is different from that shown in
Figure 1, but this is not inconsistent with the result of our
theoretical analysis, according to which the temperature and
density dependence of the pitch in DD solutions would be
controlled by self-assembly.
In conclusion, we have developed a theoretical framework

and a computational methodology that connect the helical
structure of the N* phase formed by reversible polymers to the
structural features of the building blocks. Thus, we could afford
a direct comparison with experimental data, which is beyond
the capability of general theories for cholesteric order in
lyotropic systems. DDs solutions turned out to be a suitable
model system, because of some beneficial features, which
overcompensate its complexity: (i) the oligomer structure is
known35 and (ii) the N* phase is formed at very high
concentration (>600 mg/mL), where an effective ionic strength

well above 1 M ensures that electrostatic interactions are
completely screened out. Therefore, high concentration, which
has been ascribed to the bent shape of DDs,30 is crucial for the
dominant role of steric repulsion4,27

An analogy with DNA crystals can be seen, where helical
packing based on simple geometric rules has been proposed to
explain the common presence of stable right-handed crossovers,
which correspond to helices mutually fitted by steric
interactions in the major groove.39 Our theoretical analysis
confirms this picture and allows us to identify in the
temperature and concentration dependence of the pitch an
hallmark of self-assembly.
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